Abstract. A technique for the aeroelastic solution of parachute decelerators is presented in this work. The methodology uses empirical aerodynamics, based on a filling-time inflation model and Ludtke’s area law, coupled to two explicit structural solution approaches. A mass-spring-damper technique allows solving the deployment of the system (when the grid is highly distorted) efficiently, and a finite element model is used for the accurate calculation of the structural loads and stresses during parachute opening and steady flight. The coupling strategy is staggered and the models share the same mesh. The methodology is intended for practical calculations of deceleration systems, and provides useful performance and structural data minimizing model complexity and computational cost. The suitability of the proposed technique is assessed by comparisons with reference test drop data.

1 INTRODUCTION

The design of improved deceleration systems and more efficient airdrop and aircraft emergency operations requires reliable and effective methods for the prediction of loads, stresses and trajectory of parachutes. For decades, designers and mission planners have relayed mainly on costly experimental approaches and simplified empirical-theoretical models, many of which have become classic literature and are still used for parachute analysis (e.g. Ewing and Knacke’s reference design guides [1, 2]). These methods are inexpensive, relatively simple to implement
and have a long tradition in the parachute community thanks to their reliability, widely proven in practice. Examples of recent applications combining empirical legacy models for an effective simulation of precision airdrop operations can be found in [3-5]. Over the last years, as computers became more and more powerful and cost-effective, higher-fidelity prediction approaches based on numerical simulation have been developed. Among other features, current numerical methods allow for more extensive and detailed analyses, can provide information sometimes difficult to obtain from tests, and are also useful for calculating the specific input data required by the traditional codes employed in routine practices. Hence, increasing use of numerical simulation in the parachute design cycle could improve the system’s performance and cut down development costs and time.

The operation of a typical (ballistic) parachute decelerator is generally analyzed into three different stages: deployment, inflation and terminal descent. The simulation of the terminal descent flight is the simplest. This can be studied using ballistic models with undeformable bodies (rigid or elastically connected) and steady aerodynamics [6, 7]. On the other hand, deployment and inflation pose major challenges. During these stages, the parachute rapidly undergoes radical changes in shape due to interaction with the extraction system and the surrounding air. This implies detached turbulent flows and large non-linear structural displacements that must be solved simultaneously for an accurate solution. Also the contact interactions between different parts of the structure and a complex fabric behavior (e.g. wrinkling, changes in porosity due to stretching) should be considered. Given these characteristics, the requirements for an accurate solution become overwhelming, but there are different levels of approximation available. The methodologies range from the mentioned simpler empirical methods to more detailed and costly numerical and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) modeling.

Regarding numerical approaches, the techniques developed up to the nineties are described in [6, 7] and a recent comprehensive review can be found in [8]. The methods involve different computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and structural dynamics (CSD) techniques with staggered or monolithic FSI coupling. The CSD models solve Newton’s second law of motion for the structure subject to internal and external forces and constraints. The discretization is usually carried out by means of the finite element method (FE), using membrane and cable elements for the canopy fabric and suspension lines [9], or by means of simpler mass-spring-damper (MSD) models [10-13]. Shell elements can be also used for the fabric [14]. Regarding the CFD techniques employed, the first approaches were mainly based on potential flow panel methods.
These use surface grids for modeling the parachute canopy while boundary layers and wakes are discretized with unconnected free point vortices. Since only the fluid regions with concentrated vorticity are discretized, this approach is of the most effective for many practical (low-speed) parachute problems. Other solution approaches with full volume discretization allow for a detailed modeling of the surrounding fluid, but at the expense of a higher computational cost. Among the first grid-based approaches, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) Navier-Stokes solvers in conjunction with an MSD structural model [10], membrane elements [20] and shells [21] (including fabric porosity effects) can be found. An important family of high-fidelity methods also emerged in the context of the deforming-spatial-domain/stabilized space-time (DSD/SST) technique [22, 23], see applications in [24-26]. Other methods were developed in the context of the Immersed Boundary method [27] (with application to low Reynolds problems) and the Front Tracking method [11]. Models using Navier-Stokes equations coupled to rigid body trajectory models have been proposed in [28], and there are also successful commercial software applications [14, 29-31].

The methodology presented in this work is intended for fast aeroelastic simulation of ballistic parachutes. The aim is to go further in scope and detail than low-fidelity methods, but without the need to resort to expensive numerical techniques. To keep the computational requirements low, the parachute aerodynamics is resolved by means of a well-known empirical model, and two different explicit CSD methods are used to meet the requirements of each stage of flight efficiently. The methodology, described in Sections 2-4, is designed to provide useful operation and structural data for practical analysis. Several validation test cases are provided in Section 5 to illustrate the performance achieved. Finally, the main conclusions are outlined in Section 6.

2 STRUCTURAL MODEL

The deployment, inflation and terminal descent of the parachute are solved by means of two different approaches. Since the deployment and the very initial phase of canopy inflation can be considered inelastic [32], a simpler and robust MSD model is employed first. Then, once the system is fully stretched and the canopy partially inflated, the elastic response becomes relevant. At this moment, the solution switches to a more accurate FE technique based on a large-displacement small-strain formulation. The MSD and FE models share the same grid, but the former uses an edge-based data structure for calculations (Figure 1). The analysis geometry is discretized using 2-node line, 3-node triangle and 4-node tetrahedral elements. Line elements
are used for the suspension lines and seams/reinforcement tapes, while the canopy fabric is modeled with planar triangle elements. Solid tetrahedra are used for the suspended payload. To reduce the computational cost, groups of solid elements are lumped into rigid bodies when the expected deformation is negligible.

![Figure 1. Discretization of a USAF C-9 parachute: Left: initial (undeformed) FE mesh; Right: MSD mesh.](image)

### 2.1 MSD solver

For the MSD solution, the mesh nodes are considered as lumped-mass particles that inherit their properties from the surrounding elements and material, and the mesh edges are modeled as massless spring-damper elements. Each particle $i$ is defined by its position $\mathbf{x}_i(t)$, velocity $\mathbf{v}_i(t)$ and associated mass $m_i$ (solid and added aerodynamic mass). Newton’s second law of motion governs the dynamics, i.e.

$$m_i \frac{d^2 \mathbf{x}_i(t)}{dt^2} = \mathbf{f}_i(t) \quad i = 1, n_{\text{particles}}$$

where $\mathbf{f}_i(t)$ is the sum of the internal and external forces acting on the $i^{th}$ particle. The external force has contributions from the parachute weight, the extraction system and the aerodynamics. The particle’s weight is accounted for adding the gravity vector $\mathbf{g}$ to the acceleration term in Eq. (1), and the extraction forces are defined by the user according to a desired deployment sequence. Time-varying distributed or point loads can be prescribed on the model for this purpose. The aerodynamic forces considered are the drag acting on the suspension lines, canopy and suspended payload; their calculation will be described in Section 3.

The internal force at each edge $\mathbf{l}_{ij} = \mathbf{x}_j - \mathbf{x}_i$ of the MSD mesh considers spring and damping contributions. Assuming that $A_{ij}$ is the cross-section area of the edge and $l_{ij}$ and $l_{ij}^0$ the current and initial (undeformed) lengths, respectively, the spring force is
\[ f_{ij}^s = \left( E \frac{l_{ij} - l_{ij}^0}{l_{ij}^0} A_{ij} \right) \hat{e}_{ij} \]  

(2)

being \( E \) the Young’s modulus and \( \hat{e}_{ij} \) a unit vector in the direction of \( l_{ij} \). The damping force includes high and low-frequency terms. The former depends on the material stiffness and dilatational wave speed \( c_1 = \sqrt{E/\rho} \), and it is also calculated at the edge level as [33, 34]

\[ f_{ij}^{de} = \left[ \beta E \frac{l_{ij}^e}{l_{ij}^0} + b_1 \rho c_1 \right] A_{ij} (v_j - v_i) \cdot \hat{e}_{ij} \]  

\[ f_{ij}^{de} \]

(3)

where \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are the nodal velocities, \( \rho \) the material’s density, \( \beta \) the stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping factor (user input) and \( b_1 = 0.06 \) [33]. The low-frequency mass damping term is calculated at each node by

\[ f_{im}^i = -\frac{1}{2} \alpha \rho A_{ij} v_i \quad ; \quad f_{jm}^i = -\frac{1}{2} \alpha \rho A_{ij} v_j \]  

\[ f_{im}^i \]

(4)

and \( \alpha \) is the Rayleigh damping parameter (user input). The nodal velocities in Eq. (4) are taken relative to the system’s center of mass to minimize the damping of rigid-body motions. The terms (4) are added to the total force vector when scattering the edge contributions (2) and (3).

Finally, the net internal nodal forces result

\[ f_i^i = f_{ij}^s + f_{ij}^{de} + f_{im}^i \]  

\[ f_i^i \]

(5)

The model properties \( E, A \) and \( \rho \) are defined according to the underlying materials. For cable elements, the edge properties are the elastic modulus, cross-sectional area and density of the line. For membrane elements, the actual density and stiffness of the fabric are used (some authors suggest a slight increase of \( E \), e.g. [11]), and the cross-section is estimated using the corresponding surface area and thickness of the surrounding elements. Seams and fabric reinforcements are modeled with cable elements that take equivalent properties. It should be noted that the stiffness of the edges belonging to the fabric is augmented with increasing strains to keep the elongation realistic (usually below 5% in textile materials). Procedures to avoid a negative impact of the increased rigidity on the allowable time increment are discussed in [35], and guidelines for a proper adjustment of the damping factors \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are given in [33, 36].

The wrinkling of textile materials under compressive stress is accounted for by setting the force in Eq. (2) to zero whenever \( l_{ij} < l_{ij}^0 \). This applies strictly to edges belonging to suspension
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lines, but in the case of the fabric a small compressive stress (repulsion forces) is allowed to achieve a more realistic behavior, particularly during unfolding and deployment ($E$ is lowered by a factor of $10^5$ in this case). Nevertheless, the use of the simple MSD model proposed here should be limited to the early phase of canopy inflation. A more accurate model considering the complete strain-stress behavior of the fabric would be required for an extended range of application, see for example [13, 35, 37].

2.2 FE solver

The FE model employed in this work is described in detail in [33]. The formulation derives from the principle of virtual work. For a system in equilibrium subject to a virtual displacement field $\delta u_i$, the incremental works of the internal and external forces must be equal. In a dynamic problem, the external actions are augmented with the inertial forces $-\rho \frac{d^2 u_i}{dt^2}$, thus

$$\sum_i \int \rho \frac{d^2 u_i}{dt^2} \delta u_i \, d\Omega + \sum_{i,j} \int \sigma_{ij} \delta \epsilon_{ij} \, d\Omega = \sum_i \int t_i \delta u_i \, d\Gamma + \sum_i \int b_i \delta u_i \, d\Omega$$

where $\sigma_{ij}$ denotes the components of the stress tensor, $\delta \epsilon_{ij}$ is the virtual strain field, $t_i$ is the traction on the domain boundary $\Gamma$ and $b_i$ is the body force acting over the volume of the domain $\Omega$. The discrete model is obtained interpolating the nodal displacements with standard FE shape functions; 2-node linear, 3-node triangular and 4-node tetrahedral elements are used. The final semi-discrete system includes damping terms, similarly as in the MSD model. This results in

$$M \frac{d^2 \mathbf{x}_i}{dt^2} = b + t - C \frac{dx_i}{dt}$$

being $M$ the mass matrix of the system (for increased efficiency the lumped form is used), $b$ and $t$ external nodal forces and $I$ the internal force vector. The matrix $C$ includes Rayleigh damping (which is a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices $C_{Ray} = \alpha M + \beta K$) and bulk viscosity to control high-frequency noise in the solution. Further details of the FE model can be found in [33, 34].

2.3 Time integration

In both MSD and FE solvers time integration is performed with the explicit midpoint rule, which is second-order time accurate. Given the position and velocity of a node at time $t^n$, the change in midpoint velocity is defined as

$$v_i^{n+1/2} - v_i^{n-1/2} = \frac{\Delta t^{n+1} + \Delta t^n}{2} \cdot \frac{f_i(t^n)}{m_i}$$
where $f_i$ is the RHS of the acceleration equations (1) or (7) and $\Delta t^n = t^n - t^{n-1}$. Once the intermediate velocities (i.e., at $t^{n+1/2} = (t^{n+1} + t^n)/2$) have been determined, the particle displacement is updated with

$$x_i^{n+1} = x_i^n + \Delta t^{n+1} \cdot v_i^{n+1/2}$$ (9)

The velocity at the end of the step $v_i^{n+1}$ (used for example to compute the viscous forces) is extrapolated from the midpoint velocities. Since the midpoint rule is conditionally stable, the allowable time step $\Delta t$ is limited by the minimum transit time of the dilatational waves across the mesh. For the undamped case and ignoring the effect of Poisson’s ratio, $\Delta t \leq \min(l^e/c_1)$, where $l^e$ is the edge length and $c_1$ the material’s dilatational wave speed. More details on the effects of damping and material properties are available in [33, 34]. For the materials used in typical parachutes, the wave speed is on the order of 1 km/s, much higher that the speed of sound in air. This means that, at the time scales dictated by the stability limit of the structural solver, an explicit treatment of the aerodynamic forces is also acceptable.

3 AERODYNAMIC MODEL

The external aerodynamic forces in Eqs. (1) or (7) are calculated with empirical correlations in terms of the instantaneous system configuration and operating conditions. Since the focus here is on ballistic parachutes, only the drag of the suspension lines, canopy and payload is considered. The models employed are described below.

3.1 Drag of lines and suspended payload

For the aerodynamic drag acting on the suspension lines, each cable element $e$ is considered as a slender cylinder exposed to the wind. Hence, the element drag force is

$$f_e^w = \frac{1}{2} \rho_0 d_e l_e C_d |V_e|^2 |V_e|^t$$ (10)

where $\rho_0$ is the air density (it depends on altitude) and $d_e$ and $l_e$ are the cable diameter and length, respectively. $C_d$ is the experimental cylinder drag coefficient (based on diameter) corresponding to the operation Reynolds number, and $V_e^t = (V_w - V_e)^t$ is the transverse component of the aerodynamic velocity (i.e. normal to the cable axis), which results from the wind speed $V_w$ and the average kinematic velocity (i.e. ground speed) of the element $V_e$.

The payload drag is calculated by correlations of experimental data defined by the user. For cargo containers, drag-area values in terms of body size and attitude can be found in [38]. Since there is large flow separation along the corners of typical parallelepiped cargo packages, the
flow is turbulent in all phases of flight. This makes the payload drag coefficient not susceptible to variations with the operation Reynolds number (in the low Mach number regime).

3.2 Canopy drag

The canopy aerodynamic force is calculated in terms of an average pressure differential $\Delta P_a(t)$ responsible for drag and inflation [39]. This value is defined in terms of the instantaneous canopy drag $D(t)$ and projected area $S_p(t)$ as

$$\Delta P_a(t) = \frac{D(t)}{S_p(t)} = q(t) \frac{(C_D S)_t}{S_p(t)}$$

(11)

where $q(t)$ is the dynamic pressure and $(C_D S)_t$ the so-called parachute dynamic drag-area, a time-dependent parameter which increases from 0 to 100% of its final value during inflation. Since its time signature is constant and repeatable for a given type of parachute [2], empirical-based models can be used to determine $(C_D S)_t$ for a given parachute and flight condition. Then, the evolution of the canopy average pressure $\Delta P_a(t)$ can be obtained from Eq. (11), and the instantaneous force acting on each canopy element is calculated with

$$f_r^{\text{eq}} = \Delta P_a(t) \left[ A^e \hat{e}^r \varphi(t) A^e \left( \hat{n}^e \left( \hat{n}^e \cdot \hat{e}^r \right) \hat{e}^r \right) \right]$$

(12)

where $A^e$ and $\hat{n}^e$ are the instantaneous element face area and (canopy) outward unit normal, respectively; and $A^e_p$ is the face area projected in the direction of the instantaneous reference velocity, given by the unit vector $\hat{e}^r$. The parameter $\varphi(t)$ in Eq. (12) controls the amount of radial pressure and does not affect the total drag. In addition, as the radial pressure applied decreases from the canopy skirt to the apex, $\varphi(t)$ allows reproducing the typical increase in differential pressure caused by flow detachment at the skirt (see [2, 6]). Payload wake effects on the canopy drag can be accounted for in Eq. (11) by a reduction of the effective dynamic pressure [6]. The calculation of $\Delta P_a(t)$ and $\varphi(t)$ at each stage of flight is described below.

3.2.1 Stage I: deployment

During deployment, i.e. the interval between parachute release and lines snatch ($t_s$), the canopy is considered as a piece of porous textile exposed to the wind. Hence, a constant drag coefficient $C_D$ is defined in Eq. (11) to obtain $\Delta P_a(t)$. The value can be obtained from flag or windsock experimental data [40]. In addition, the parameter $\varphi(t)$ is set to zero during deployment (the canopy generates only drag) and the reference aerodynamic velocity is calculated at each element as in Eq. (10), i.e. using the element kinematic velocity. Note that this value tends to
the velocity of the canopy center of mass as snatch time is approached; thus, the barycenter velocity is used as reference for $t > t_s$.

### 3.2.2 Stage II: opening and inflation

The evolution of the canopy drag during opening and inflation is described in terms of the filling time ($t_f$), i.e. the time necessary for the inflated canopy to attain its steady drag-area for the first time. For a given parachute and snatch conditions, the value of $t_f$ can be obtained from experimental data (if available) or empirical-based formulations. A simple estimate relying only on a single parachute parameter is derived from mass conservation arguments [41, 42]. The model states that in an incompressible flow, the parachute opens in a fixed distance $\Delta x$ regardless of its velocity [2]. Hence,

$$\Delta x = t_f v_s = n D_0 \rightarrow t_f = \frac{n D_0}{v_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $D_0$ is the canopy nominal diameter, $v_s$ the snatch velocity and $n$ a dimensionless fill constant. The latter depends on the canopy type and fabric porosity and is usually obtained from tests [1, 2]. The nominal diameter $D_0$ is obtained as $\sqrt{4 S_0/\pi}$, being $S_0$ the total canopy surface including vent and openings. The filling time can be also calculated for the various stages in reefed inflation processes (using the respective drag areas [2]) and compressibility corrections are available. Effects of the system and airdrop conditions on inflation time can be found in [39, 43-45], and useful guidelines for its adjustment in [46].

Using the filling time concept, the canopy inflation process is divided in two phases [47, 48]. During the initial phase, the canopy maintains a streamlined shape and the air enters without reaching stagnant conditions. The canopy $C_D$ is kept constant in Eq. (11) while the parameter $\varphi(t)$ in Eq. (12) starts to increase linearly with time in order to provide a radial inflation force, making the stretched canopy evolve into a near cylindrical form. The relative duration of the initial phase of inflation ($t_i$) observed in testing is $t_i/t_f \leq 0.15$ [49, 50], but the final value depends on the canopy shape. For simulation purposes, $t_i$ is calculated as the time the air needs to move from the skirt to the apex of the stretched canopy, i.e. $t_i = 0.5 D_0/v_s$ (a more accurate estimate is given in [48]).

The final phase of inflation is characterized by a rapid increase of the parachute dynamic drag-area in Eq. (11). According to the Planz-Ludtke’s law [32, 51], the drag-area signature of flat-circular parachutes can be approximated by
\[
(C_{D,S})_s = (C_{D,S})_b \left[ (1 - \eta) \left( \frac{t}{t_f - t_i} \right)^3 + \eta \right]^2
\]

(14)

where \((C_{D,S})_0\) is the steady fully-open drag area. This value depends mainly on the canopy type and is independent of the Reynolds number (flow detachment at the canopy skirt makes the flow completely turbulent at all flight stages). If no specific data is available, parachute design guides provide suitable ranges for \((C_{D,S})_0\), e.g. [2]. Other effects on the canopy drag area due to Mach number, forebody wake, fabric porosity and lines length are also discussed in that reference. Finally, the parameter \(\eta\) in Eq. (14) accounts for the aerodynamic area at the beginning of inflation \((C_{D,S})_a\), and is calculated as in [48]

\[
\eta = \left( \frac{(C_{D,S})_a}{(C_{D,S})_0} \right)^{1/2}
\]

(15)

Regarding parameter \(\varphi(t)\), it continues to increase (linearly) to the value prescribed by the user at \(t = t_f\). For the circular-flat canopies studied here, a value \(\varphi(t_f) \approx 0.5\) is chosen according to the skirt-apex differential pressure ratios observed in tests [2, 6, 52, 53]. Although the Planz-Ludtke’s law was determined from wind tunnel force signatures (infinite mass condition), it also applies to general deployment cases and different types of parachutes [51]; see analyses and applications in [2, 54, 55].

It should be noted that additional unsteady effects from the parachute added mass are taken into account when resolving the dynamics of the system during opening and inflation. The added mass model is described in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Stage III: terminal descent

The terminal descent flight of the parachute starts at time \(t_t = t_s + t_f\), when the canopy attains its steady drag area \((C_{D,S})_0\). Although this value is kept constant in Eq. (11) for \(t > t_t\), some unsteadiness in the canopy drag can be still observed due to added mass effects and the parachute elasticity itself. This improves the simulation of the post-inflation stages (e.g. canopy over-inflation) and the deceleration process.

3.3 Added mass

The parachute added mass is the mass of air collected by the canopy (included mass, \(M_i\)) plus the surrounding air dragged with it (apparent mass, \(M'\)). The added mass \((M_a = M_i + M')\) can generate important forces in unsteady motions, particularly for large parachutes and during the
opening process. Models for determining $M_a$ are discussed in [6, 56-58]; here, the guidelines given in [50, 57] are followed. Accordingly, the included mass is defined by

\[ M_i = \rho_a \Omega_c(t) \]  

with $\rho_a$ denoting the air density (it depends on altitude) and $\Omega_c(t)$ the instantaneous canopy volume. For flat-circular canopies, the latter can be approximated as that of a hemisphere with radius $R_c(t)$, i.e. $\Omega_c(t) = \frac{2}{3} \pi R_c^3(t)$, but half-ellipsoids are also used. The canopy radius can be obtained from the actual canopy configuration or using approximations based on the inflation time. Both procedures have been tested. In the first case, the current canopy radius was calculated as the maximum perpendicular distance between a canopy node and the line connecting the centers of mass of the system and canopy (an estimate of the parachute axis). In the second case, a function for the instantaneous radius was fitted from the experimental data presented in [57]. Both procedures led to results which can be compared with experiments, but the first one required under-relaxation (e.g. $R_c(t_n) = R_c(t_{n-1}) + \xi (R_c^{trial}(t_n) - R_c(t_{n-1}))$, with $0 \leq \xi \leq 1$) to avoid spurious accelerations of the system when updating the added mass (particularly at the start of inflation, when the canopy radius is not well-defined). In this sense, the second procedure was more stable and smooth. Therefore, it was decided to use the fitting function during the inflation stage, and the actual canopy size for $t > t_f$ (smaller variations are expected once the canopy area is fully developed). Note that this approach does not require additional user input data, because the instant drag area (Eq. (14)) can be used to estimate $\Omega_c(t)$ during inflation if no data is available. To this end, the $C_D$ based on projected area can be considered almost constant during the canopy opening, see [57, 59].

Regarding the apparent air mass entrained with the parachute, a widely used approximation is

\[ M' = k' \rho_a \pi R_c^3 \]  

where $k'$ is a constant depending on the parachute type and porosity. While the models available usually define $k'$ for fully inflated canopies (see [6, 60] and [61] in terms of fabric porosity), some authors introduce a dependence on the actual shape of the inflating canopy. This can be achieved by relating $M'$ with the included air mass and a ramping factor. For a solid flat-circular parachute ($k' = 0.25$) this results in [50]

\[ M' = \frac{3}{8} M_i \varphi'(t) \]  

where the factor $\varphi'(t)$ ramps from zero to unity during the filling interval.
The total added mass resulting from Eqs. (16) and (18) is taken into account when solving the dynamics of the system during canopy inflation and the terminal descent of the system. To this end, $M_a(t)$ is uniformly distributed along the canopy nodes and added to the material nodal masses for the calculation of the accelerations in the equation of motion.

4 COUPLING AND SIMULATION SEQUENCE

A staggered scheme is used to update the aerodynamic and structural fields. The aerodynamic loads are computed at the beginning of each structural time increment (given the simplicity of the fluid modelling, the impact on the computational cost is low). For a typical application this means some 10 000 updates per second of physical time. This update frequency is higher than what is required for an explicit treatment of the aerodynamic field in a conformal grid. It enables use of explicit time integration, reducing the complexity of the algorithm compared to an implicit iterative coupling. In addition, updating the aerodynamics at each time increment introduces a natural damping mechanism on the high frequency response of the canopy, relaxing the need for artificial damping. Another advantage of this approach comes from the fact that the mesh is the same for the aerodynamic and structural solvers. Therefore, it does not require interpolation to transfer the results between the two fields.

The sequence of events occurring during the decelerated flight of the system is simulated as follows. For initialization, the canopy and lines of the initial model configuration (Figure 1) are packaged for release by collapse to the point that connects the risers and the payload (the edges of the MSD model are compressed to a very small length). Then, an initial velocity and orientation of the system is defined to start the deployment. The canopy and lines unfold freely subject to inertial, aerodynamic and extraction forces (if prescribed). The small repulsion forces allowed in the MSD model (see Section 2.1) make the unfolding process more realistic. The aerodynamic forces taken into account are the cables, canopy and payload drag described in Section 3. In this way, the system evolves until the lines and canopy are fully stretched; the snatch condition is automatically detected by monitoring the stress state of the mesh. At snatch time, $t = t_s$, the initial phase of inflation starts and the canopy is pressurized until $t = t_s + t_i$. Then, the drag area increases (Eq. (14)) to complete the filling interval at $t = t_s + t_f$. It is important to note that the structural solution switches from the MSD to the FE model when the canopy projected area reaches about 10-20% of its fully inflated value. Since the data structure and time integration scheme are the same for both solvers, the transfer is straightforward; only the calculation of the internal forces changes. Once the parachute is fully inflated, the drag area
is kept constant for steady descent. The canopy shape can still experience slight variations mainly due to added mass and elastic effects.

The deployment sequence is illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The example involves an USAF C-9 parachute with payload mass $m_1 = 88$ kg, released at an altitude $h = 2000$ m with velocity $v_r = 90$ m/s, $\gamma \approx 45^\circ$ and $\theta = 0^\circ$ ($\gamma$ and $\theta$ denote the initial trajectory and pitch attitude angles, respectively). Figure 2 shows the initial MSD solution. The system deploys solely under the action of the mass and aerodynamic loads (no extraction force is prescribed). The snatch condition is attained about 1.1 s from release, and the solution switches to the FE solver at 1.2 s.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

Figure 2. MSD solution of a C-9 parachute during deployment and initial opening stages (altitude = 2000 m, $m_p = 88$ kg and $v_{\text{release}} \approx 90$ m/s with $\gamma = 45^\circ$ and $\theta = 0^\circ$). Deployment and initial phase of inflation ends approximately at 1.1 s and 1.2 s, respectively.

Parachute inflation continues with the FE model (Figure 3), and the opening process ends approximately at 2.2 s from release. The canopy area stabilizes after a short transient.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

Figure 3. FE solution of a C-9 parachute during inflation and terminal descent (altitude = 2000 m, $m_p = 88$ kg and $v_{\text{release}} \approx 90$ m/s with $\gamma = 45^\circ$ and $\theta = 0^\circ$). Inflation finishes approximately at 2.2 s from release.
5 VALIDATION EXAMPLES

The test cases presented in this section are based on experimental results for standard full-scale USAF C-9 parachutes. The examples involve free-fall vertical tests [62] and controlled deployments at different velocities, altitudes and trajectory inclination angles [63].

5.1 Computational model and problem setup

The USAF C-9 is a low-porosity flat-circular parachute for personnel and cargo operations. The canopy has nominal diameter $D_0 = 8.53$ m (28 ft) and is constructed with 28 gores and a small vent at the apex with diameter $0.1D_0$. The suspension lines are $7.31$ m (24 ft) long and are joined to a 4-point riser of $1.22$ m (4 ft), which makes the total distance to the confluence point equal to $D_0$. The material properties used are those given in [62]. The canopy fabric (MIL-C-7020 type I) has density $533$ kg/m$^3$, Young’s modulus $4.3\times10^8$ Pa and thickness $0.1$ mm. The density of the suspension lines (MIL-C-5040 type II) is $462$ kg/m$^3$, the Young’s modulus $9.7\times10^{10}$ Pa and the diameter $4$ mm. The material specifications for risers, skirt tape and vent webbing are MIL-W-4088, MIL-T-6134 and MIL-W-5625, respectively. The parachute canopy is discretized using 1932 triangle elements, 1461 cables are used for the suspension lines and reinforcement tapes and 96 tetrahedra simulate the suspended payload (see Figure 1). The material density of the payload is set in order to reproduce its mass but the real payload shape is not matched in this example. All the payload elements are lumped into a single rigid body.

For aerodynamic modeling, a steady drag coefficient based on nominal area $C_{D0} = 0.75$ is chosen [2], which gives a parachute steady drag area $(C_D S)_0 = 42.56$ m$^2$. The filling time for the free-fall vertical tests is obtained from [62] in terms of the test Froude number $(F_r = v_0^2 / gD_0)$. For other deployment conditions, the filling time is set according to the parachute mass ratio $M_r = m_t/\rho_a D_0^3$ using the approximations given in [47]. These data are used to calculate the parachute filling constant $n$ (Eq. (13)), and this value is used for all the tests performed. Note that $n$ accounts for canopy shape, but also fabric porosity. Thus, the proposed adjustment of $t_f$ allows reproducing to a certain extent the actual characteristics of the parachutes used in the experiments. Additional test data for the C-9 parachute can be found in [2, 19, 50, 64].

5.2 Test cases

The first example involves free-fall vertical opening tests. In the experiments [62], the parachute is released from an 85 m (280 ft) crane using a static-line deployment technique. The parachute snatch velocity is adjusted by changing the length of the static lines and the payload is $152.4$ kg (336 lbm), which gives a mass ratio $M_r = 0.2$. For simulation, a static line is
attached to the canopy apex while the other end is held fixed. At the beginning \( t = 0 \), the parachute and the static lines are folded. Then, the system is released and allowed to fall due to gravity, unfolding the static line, suspension lines and canopy. When the snatch condition is detected (a threshold of 80% of the lines in tension is adopted), the fixed end of the static line is released and canopy inflation starts. To mimic a line-first extraction sequence, a small resisting force is added to the canopy edges during deployment when \( l_{ij} < l_{ij}^0 \) (see Eq. (2)). Some snapshots of the calculated results are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. C-9 parachute free-fall vertical test with \( M_r = 0.2 \): (a) static line deployment, (b) static and suspension lines deployment, (c) system configuration immediately after lines snatch, (d-h) canopy inflation sequence.

The evolution of the canopy projected area ratio \( (S_p/S_0) \) from the snatch condition is compared with experiments in Figure 5 [57, 63]. Despite some discrepancies in the behaviors of the reference models, the calculated area growth follows the expected behavior. The steady values reached in the simulation are \( D_p/D_0 = 0.65 \) and \( h_p/D_p = 0.45 \). Values of 0.67 and 0.41, respectively, are given in [1]; and a range of \( 0.67 \leq D_p/D_0 \leq 0.7 \) is reported in [2].

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Evolution of the area ratio for a C-9 parachute in vertical free-fall (\( M_r = 0.2 \) and \( Fr = 5.3 \)).
The parachute opening force \( (F_o) \) and center of mass velocity are compared with test data in Figure 6. The length of the static line is 12.2 m (40 ft) and the resulting snatch velocity is about 21 m/s (70 ft/s). Although the deceleration after the peak opening force is somewhat underestimated in the numerical solution (see Figure 7), the agreement with the test data is satisfactory. Note that the differences observed between the calculated and experimental results are in a band of ±10 percent, which is deemed acceptable for practical calculations (e.g. a tolerance of ±15 percent is assumed realistic in [51]). The computational cost of these simulations is about 2 minutes running on a conventional laptop computer.

Figure 6. History of the opening force and velocity of a C-9 parachute (values measured from release). Vertical free-fall test with \( \text{Mr} = 0.2 \) and \( \text{Fr} = 5.3 \).

Figure 7. Acceleration history of a C-9 parachute. Vertical free-fall with \( \text{Mr} = 0.2 \) and \( \text{Fr} = 5.3 \).
The behavior of the peak force ratio \( X_p = F_o/m_t g \) with the Froude number is studied next for a constant mass ratio \( M_r = 0.2 \). In the reference data the upper limit of \( Fr \) in the low-range is 6 due to the available height of crane used for release in [62]. The high-range \( Fr \) number data correspond to vertical opening tests at altitudes between 1500-3600 m (5000-12000 ft) [63]. As observed in Figure 8, the increase of the opening force with the snatch velocity (smaller filling times) is well captured by the numerical solution.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. C-9 parachute opening peak force as a function of the Froude number (vertical free-fall tests at constant mass ratio \( M_r = 0.2 \)).

The effects of mass ratio, velocity and trajectory angle on the parachute opening force are investigated in the next example. The numerical results are compared with flight-test and semi-empirical data presented in [63] and [65], respectively. In the simulations, the system is released at a constant sea-level altitude with different initial velocities and trajectory angles. The snatch conditions range is \( 50 < v_s < 80 \) m/s and \( 10^\circ < \gamma < 40^\circ \), and mass ratios \( 0.1 < M_r < 0.25 \) are tested. Although the initial conditions have been adjusted to obtain a very close approximation to the test conditions, these cannot be exactly reproduced. Hence, the simulated and test mass ratios present slight differences. The results are displayed in Figure 9 in terms of the parachute opening shock parameter \( (F_o/q_s S_0) \) and the operation Froude number \( (v_s^2/(gD_0 \sin \theta)) \). A satisfactory agreement with the experimental trends is achieved.
Figure 9. C-9 opening shock for different operation Froude numbers and inverse mass ratios (inv Mr). Marker points indicate calculated data and lines represent the trend in the flight-test measurements (Berndt & DeWeese 1970).

Finally, the effect of deployment altitude is studied. The parachute payload is $m_l = 199.6 \text{ kg}$ and the snatch ranges $80 < v_s < 120 \text{ m/s}$ with $\gamma = 30^\circ$. The parachute mass ratio is $0.1 < M_r < 0.25$. **Figure 10** shows the evolution of the opening force ratio ($X_p$) with the snatch velocity for $h = 1830 \text{ m}$ and $3969 \text{ m}$. The results show a very limited variation of $X_p$ with deployment altitude, especially at lower snatch velocities. The agreement with the experimental [63] and theoretical data [65] is satisfactory.

Figure 10. C-9 parachute opening force ratio as a function of the snatch velocity for deployment altitudes 1830 and 3969 m ($m_l = 199.6$ kg).

When altitude increases and the change in air density becomes relevant, flight tests show that solid cloth parachutes open faster, causing larger opening forces for the same deployment conditions [39, 47, 63]. This behavior cannot be resolved in the present model. Since the opening distance $\Delta x = nD_0$ is fixed for a given type of parachute, the time required only
depends on the snatch velocity. As seen in Figure 10, and particularly in Figure 11, this makes the difference between the calculated and experimental results larger with the altitude.

To take into account the effects of altitude on the opening time, an air density ratio \( \left( \rho / \rho_{h=0} \right)^k \) can be included in Eq. (13) [1, 2]. Correlations of the filling time in terms of parachute mass ratio can also be used. In this work, the density ratio is applied to the calculated filling time with a parameter \( k = 0.8 \), estimated from the available experimental data. The correction greatly improves the numerical solution in the present test case (results denoted as \( t_f \) corrected in Figure 11). Extensions to other parachutes and deployment conditions require further investigation. In this sense, corrections of the filling time in terms of the parachute mass ratio probably have a more solid experimental basis for its application.

Figure 11. C-9 parachute opening force ratio as a function of the snatch velocity for deployment altitude 6400m \((m_l = 199.6 \text{ kg})\). Calculated results show the effects of correction of the filling time with local air density.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A methodology for the aeroelastic simulation of parachute decelerators has been presented. Its objective is to provide useful data for design and analysis without the need to resort to costly calculations. The method uses empirical aerodynamics, two explicit structural dynamic models and staggered coupling. The aerodynamic model is based on a filling-time inflation method and Ludtke’s drag area law. This is reliable and inexpensive, can be applied to different types of parachutes and the input data required is easily obtained from the literature. Regarding the structural solution, a mass-spring-damper technique allows efficient solution of the deployment and early inflation phases while being insensitive to grid distortion effects. Afterwards, a finite element model takes over for a more accurate calculation of the structural loads and stresses during opening and steady descent flight. The methodology has been assessed using reference
drop-test data for a USAF-C9 parachute. Although more extensive validation is still necessary, the results obtained so far are satisfactory and show the potential of the technique.

Although the proposed simulation approach is applicable to most parachute deceleration problems encountered in practice, limitations may arise when aerodynamic interference is a concern, e.g. when there is important interaction between the payload and the canopy, or in cluster configurations beyond the scope of the legacy models employed. In addition, there are aspects of the method that can be further developed. For example, contact and friction algorithms would greatly improve the treatment of parachute extraction and unfolding, and are also necessary to solve cluster configurations. Overall, compared to other methods, the proposed technique goes further in scope and detail than the low-fidelity approaches used in standard practice, and, most importantly, yields results comparable to higher-fidelity aeroelastic methods at a very small fraction of the cost.
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